Abstract
Introduction
Many old dated historical documents, e.g. manuscripts of old literatures, dated newspaper, magazines, are usually very * This work is supported by National Science Council, Taiwan, R.O.C., NSC 91-2213-E-032-016.
fragile. As a result, they are kept in a safe and well protected place rather than sharing these historical documents with the general public. After years past, these dated documents often showed a severely degraded condition even if they are well kept. If we can have the original form, clean and clear, of these valuable documents together with their electronic forms (the way they are now) available in the digital library, then they will become a real historical treasure reachable to everyone through the world wide web.
In [1] , an agent-growing method (AGM) is proposed to handle degraded historical documents by recovering degraded documents into clean and readable conditions. In the case that a document with line graphs, for the number of pixels in a line graph is far small comparing with the number of pixels in the background, AGM also works well in quality improvement.
However, if there are photographs in the document, then algorithm will fail. In this paper, we propose a scheme to successfully identify the photograph pixels and thus extend the AGM for noise removal and text enhancing.
There are a lot of researches about text and graphs separation The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains the proposed algorithm. AGM is also briefly introduced.
In Section 3, the proposed algorithm has been tested on a set of degraded documents with or without photographs and comparison to some existing techniques are also presented.
Finally, concluding remarks are cited in Section 4. In the following discussions, we use graph to represent photograph. Laplician Sign method [8] and pyramid data structure [9] , are used three times alternatively for histogram smoothing as well as the major peaks and valleys locating [7] . In most of documents it will result in 3 peaks and 2 valleys as in Fig.2 (b). Notice that as in Fig.2 (b), due to 3 times of pyramid structure operations, those peaks and valleys will be multiplied by 2 3 to get the 1) Most of pixels at Level1are text pixels as in Fig. 2(c) . In order to confirm those pixels are indeed text, for a given mask (11x11), it should have a large SD (>35) and the numbers of pixels are not too many and not too small. If there are too many pixels (>half) then they are more likely to be graph pixels, on the other hand, if it has less than three pixels then they may be noise.
2) Most of pixels at Level2 are graph pixels and the residues of text pixels as in Fig.2(d) . We find out that residues of text pixels form small and noised-like connected components and graph pixels usually connect to each other since they are embedded in a photograph. CCA is applied to distinguish text and graph pixels according to the above discussions. CCA is also used to eliminate elongated marginal noises by examining the dimensions of the components.
3) Most of pixels at Level3 are background pixels, some are the residues of graph pixels as in Fig.2(e) . In this level we try to locate the residues of graphs. For any pixel in level 3, if there are many graph pixels recognized from previous 2 levels in the neighborhood then it is considered to be a graph pixel due to connectedness of graph pixels. CCA and the residues of the graphs from level 3. We can see that marginal noise and residues of texts are removed after CCA. In order to include edge pixels inside the graph, a morphological opening is applied on (c). As in (d), now most of graph pixels are identified. For those graph-pixels being recognized as background, since they are bright and homogeneous similar to background, they will be replaced by a gray value of 255 later in our algorithm which, as a result, is similar to the way they are originally.
Agent growing method
AGM is a method, using the fact that the number of text pixels usually is 8% ~ 15% on a document image though 20% is chosen continues the process. This is called "breeding". If an offspring is a failure agent, then a "diffusion" will happen, i.e. its parent will jump to nearby neighborhood of this failure agent to check whether those nearby pixels are similar to the parent, if it is a success then this nearby neighbor becomes a parent and continues otherwise it stops, "dead" so called for this pixel. The whole procedure will stop once all pixels are checked and every pixel will only be checked once. For those "success" or "parent" agents are exactly background pixels and they will be replaced by a gray value of 255, and those "failure" or "dead" agents are text consequently and they will be replaced by a gray value of 0. Diffusion is to make sure background pixels inside the holes like words: D, O, P, etc, will be located too. The details of AGM can be found in [1] .
For any degraded document, following steps as mentioned in 2.1., most of graph pixels can be recognized as in Fig.3(d) .
Now replace gray values of all those graph pixels by the 3 rd peak value (p 3 ) (see Fig.3 (e)) since p 3 is the typical gray value for background. The resulted image turns out to have only text and background pixels. AGM can be applied now to do the job of noise removal and text enhancing. After AGM is completed, the original gray values of the graph pixels are recovered, then we get the final result as in Fig.3(f) .
In some documents, the number of the text pixels is very small, or graph pixels may exhibit several typical gray values. 
Experimental results and discussions
Our method are compared with global binarization: Otsu's algorithm [11] , local binarization: Niblack's algorithm [10] , and Agent-Growing Method. Several degraded documents are selected from books, papers, and newspapers with degradations caused by various sources: in Fig.3 , a copy of a journal paper with luminous marginal noise; in Fig.4 - (1), a journal paper with marginal illumination which has a tilt to the right; Fig.4 - (2) is a dated newspaper with a picture; Fig.4 - (3) is a dated newspaper without picture; and Fig.4 - (4) is the inside cover of a book with words embedded in dark and bright background at the same time.
The following facts are observed:
1) The global segmentation method, like Otsu's, can not solve the local variance problem, since it is very possible to have higher gray values for some text pixels than those for other part of the background pixels. Like Fig.4 - (1), pixels will be forced to be text pixels or background pixels, so some marginal noise will be recognized as text pixels. 
Conclusion
We have presented an algorithm for identifying graph pixels 
